7 reasons to live in the Dorm
Yes, you did not seem to live, not to survive. The hostel &#8211; not a sentence, but rather an interesting adventure. There really are a variety of
insects, and often no Elevator. Daily to overcome 8 floors walk &#8211; something else fun. Sometimes lack of personal space. Often a turn in
the shower or busy with a burner on the stove when I want to prepare a culinary masterpiece. But despite these (not) small trials, there are things
need someone to write my research paper that make life in the hostel &#8211; not the worst option.

7 reasons to live in the Dorm
1. It tempers you. It is here that you learn to overcome difficulties from the cockroach on the floor until the noise from neighbors at night. For the
first time living without parents, cook their own meals, clean room, plan your day and work.
2. Dating. New people, crazy stories, interesting opportunities. On my eighth floor of a company gathered from all over Ukraine. And on top
&#8211; guests from abroad: Tom from the UK, GMOs from Germany and a few foreigners. Nothing unites better than a common roof, because
sometimes you're Dating your classmate from Kherson in his heart more than vapor.
3. You will not be hungry. For example, I have bread and butter, and a neighbor on the block &#8211; red fish. Here you have cooperation.
And often there are those who will be happy to buy you chops or even grandma's hand-made brownies!
4. Learning to share a common space. Unfortunately (or fortunately), the dorms are rarely drawn single rooms, and fate brings you neighbor.
One, two, sometimes four. Someone is listening to Ramstein and the other &#8211; Pianoboy. Someone needs silence to study, and who cannot
live without dancing and does it every day, including their music too loud. It is important to consider the needs of everyone, it's a bit of a challenge.
5. Here you can find everything from clothespins to true love. The neighbors always have what you need: cooking and supplements, and a
change of clothes and a cord for your rare device, and clean notebook. And even on the floor live cute guys. Isn't it a chance to build a romantic
relationship?
6. It is inexpensive. About 500 hryvnia per month. For the rented apartment in the capital (if it is divided into 3 or more people) would have had
to pay 3000 UAH. A compelling difference, isn't it? The money saved can be spent on a trip to Europe or a welcome parachute jump.
7. Academic (educational) assistance. For example, Excel spreadsheets have always been my weak point. And here a test in Economics! In
short, would be a nuisance, if not a neighbor from the 801-th &#8211; and four of five. Also in the hostel you will be able to lead the dialoguesdiscussion about music, a boring teacher, or the political situation in the country.
Whatever it was, but the College years and neighbors in the Dorm we will remember for a lifetime. After some drinking, eating pizza at midnight
and danced the twerk, and the other did not sleep till morning because I was celebrating the eighteenth birthday. In short, don't panic and say Yes
to the chance that fell on your head!

